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OVERVIEW OF E-COMMERCE IN INDIAN CONTEXT 

 

ABSTRACT 

This paper bargains the calculated information of web crawler promoting (SEM) or web based business, writing 

survey, present and future parts of web based business in Indian setting. This paper talked about the best help 

elements of shopping on the web. The present advancement would be a significant expansion to analyst and 

academicians; and helpful hypothesis for experts, promoters, and business people.  

Keywords used in this paper for better understanding and in depth understanding are mentioned below: 

 Search engine marketing (SEM),  

 Online Marketing or E-commerce,  

 Pay-per-click (PPC) 

 Search engine results page (SERP) 

The main ideology of presenting this paper is to undermine the usage of internet and to expose the usage of E-

commerce platforms in minds of our people.  

Brief description of Internet Commerce, E-commerce, Types of E commerce, E commerce in India is explained 

to an extent so that we can understand a bit of the process and how it is benefitting the people of our nation. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

What is “Internet Commerce”?  

By Internet trade, we mean the utilization of the worldwide Internet for buy and offer of merchandise, 

administrations, including administration and support after deal.  

 

Web exchange brings some new development and new capacities to business, yet the real business issues are 

those that shippers have defied for hundred - even thousands - of years: you ought to have a remark, make it 

known to potential buyers, recognize portion pass on the items or advantages, and give appropriate organization 

after the arrangement. The Internet -  

 

An effective instrument for promoting and conveying item data. - empowering complete business exchanges...  

 

Web trade - > one sort of the more broad "electronic business". 

 

What is “E-Commerce”?  

 

There are many different definitions and understanding about E-Commerce.  

According to Frederick J. Riggins and Hyeun-Suk Rhee, a recent pilot survey shows that some practitioners and 

managers view. 
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E-Commerce --> buying and selling goods and products over internet.  

However, researchers believe the E-Commerce practice should include a wide variety of presale and post-sale 

activities.  

Khan and Mahapatra (2009) commented that innovation assumes an indispensable part in making strides the 

nature of administrations given by the specialty units. One of the innovations which truly acquired data 

insurgency the general public is Internet Technology and is properly viewed as the third influx of insurgency 

after horticultural and mechanical transformation.  

The bleeding edge for business today is web based business. The impacts of web based business are as of now 

showing up in every aspect of business, from client administration to new item outline. It encourages new sorts 

of data based business forms for coming to and associating with clients like internet publicizing and showcasing, 

online request taking and on the web client benefit and so on.  

It can likewise lessen fetched in overseeing orders and associating with a extensive variety of providers and 

exchanging accomplices, territories that regularly include critical overheads to the cost of items and 

administrations [Rajiv Rastogi]. Organizations are progressively utilizing the Web for business exercises. The 

pervasive idea of the Internet and its wide worldwide get to has made it an amazingly successful method of 

correspondence between organizations and clients [Rowley (2001)].  

 

Thompson (2005) presented that the development of Internet innovation has colossal potential as it decreases the 

expenses of item and benefit conveyance and broadens topographical limits in bringing purchasers and venders 

together.  

 

Devendra ET. al., (2012) characterized that electronic trade, generally known as web based business or, then 

again e Commerce, comprises of the purchasing and offering of items or administrations over electronic 

framework, for example, web and other PC arrange. Expectation is the innovation for web based business as it 

offers less demanding approaches to get to organizations and people at low cost n request to complete everyday 

business exchanges. Web crawler promoting  

 

Search Engine Marketing (SEM) is a type of web publicizing that organizations use to advance their items and 

benefits on web crawler comes about pages Search Engine Result Pages (SERPs). SEM is centred around the 

compelling utilization of web crawler ads (a.k.a., supported outcomes, supported connections) that show up on 

the SERP. SEM which enables firms to target customers by setting advertisements on web indexes has turned 

out to be a compelling gathering of people obtaining system. Not at all like conventional on the web publicizing, 

promoters pay just when clients really tap on an advertisement when effectively executed, SEM can produce 

unfaltering movement levels and colossal profit for venture Return on Investment (ROI). 

 

Boughton (2005) commented that most web based publicizing efforts have two fundamental targets: mark 

advancement and direct reaction. Choosing a fitting promoting channel at last relies upon which systems will 

give the best ROI. Firms that offer items and administrations through the Web obviously remain to pick up from 

Internet publicizing on the grounds that their planned clients are as of now on the web. Non online organizations 

may pick internet advertising to expand introduction and advance brand.  

 

SEM enables organizations to nearly track their ROI from a group of people procurement point of view. SEM 

conveys advertisements to clients who are as of now hunting down the items or administrations that a publicist 

is putting forth, implying that hypothetically, they are just accepting qualified activity. Not at all like 

conventional flag promotions, are publicists charged in view of the number of snaps they get, not on the quantity 

of impressions (number of times an advertisement shows up). Besides, many promoting efforts put a lot of 

significance on marking. PPC promotions can be exceptionally powerful as far as driving home a brand name in 

light of the fact that they show up close by indexed lists for a great many diverse hunt terms. SEM is a type of 

Internet advertising that includes the advancement of sites by expanding their deceivability in SERP through 

advancement (both on-page and off-page) and through publicizing (paid situations, relevant promoting, and paid 

considerations) [Search Engine Land 2007].  
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This paper bargains the theoretical learning of internet searcher advertising or online business, writing audit, 

present and future parts of internet business in Indian setting. This paper examined about the best inspiration 

elements of shopping on the web. The present advancement would be a profitable expansion to specialist and 

academicians; and valuable hypothesis for experts, sponsors, and business visionaries. The further research 

ranges are; the nature of supported advertisement content, promotion position, Search Engine Optimization 

(SEO), PageRank, yellow pages, offer administration and so on. 

 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 Klopping, I. M., & McKinney, E. (2004). Extending the technology acceptance model and the task-

technology fit model to consumer e-commerce. Information Technology, Learning, and Performance 

Journal, 22(1), 35. 

 Lee-Partridge, J. E., Teo, T. S., & Lim, V. K. (2000). Information technology management: the case of 

the Port of Singapore Authority. The Journal of Strategic Information Systems, 9(1), 85-99. 

 Lip-Sam, T., & Hock-Eam, L. (2011). Estimating the determinants of B2B e-commerce adoption 

among small & medium enterprises. International journal of business and society, 12(1), 15. 

 Gangeshwer, D. K. (2013). E-commerce or Internet Marketing: A business Review from Indian 

context. International Journal of u-and e-Service, Science and Technology, 6(6), 187-194. 

 Teo, Lim, and Lai, 1999) business sites (Gonzalez and Palacios, 2004), web architecture (Kim, Shaw, 

and Schneider, 2003), site viability from the purchasers' viewpoint (Bell and Tang, 1998), valuing paid 

positions on look motor (Sen et. al., 2008), and offering (Bernard and Simone, 2011).  

 This type of on the web promoting developed in 1998 [Fain and Pedersen 2006], quickly has turned 

into the focal plan of action of the real web crawlers [Jansen and Mullen 2008], and is one of the most 

quickly developing portions of the web based promoting region [SEMPO Research 2009]  

 Internet searcher has turned into a need for individuals to surf the web [Hsien-Tsung Chang, 2011].  

 It is a basic UI is composed. Any client essentially fills in a few fields and the framework settles on the 

choice about what to discover, where to inquiry and what to look like at. The limit of pursuit is brought 

down. SEM is a web advertising model going for advancing the positioning of sites in the web 

crawler's indexed lists page which can make a web webpage bring into more web clients and site 

activity [Prospect 2008].  

 Li-Hsing HO et. al., (2011) clarified about investigation of SEO innovation connected in web 

showcasing, Kesharwani and Tiwari (2011) considered the significance of site quality towards the 

achievement or disappointment of any e-merchant.  

 Khan and Mahapatra (2009) contemplated that the nature of web saving money (i-managing an 

account) benefits in India from client's viewpoint. 

 Malhotra and Singh (2007) completed an exploration to discover the I-managing an account 

appropriation by the banks in India. In this manner, the opportunity has already come and gone that 

India should act quick and conclusively keeping in mind the end goal to utilize the developing 

electronic exchange further bolstering our good fortune. 

 

TYPES OF E-COMMERCE 
 

 

Waghmare G.T. characterized sorts of E-trade in 2012.  

(i) B2B E-Commerce: Companies working with each other, for example, makers pitching to 

merchants and wholesalers pitching to retailers. Estimating depends on amount of request and is 

frequently debatable.  

(ii) (ii) B2C E-Commerce: Businesses pitching to the overall population ordinarily through cataloes 

using shopping basket programming. By blast in dollar volume, B2B takes the prize for E business 

most E trade in light of vacillations and market volume, however B2C is truly what the regular 

person has as a main priority concerning online business all in all. For instance indiatimes.com.  
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(iii) (iii) C2C E-Commerce: There are many destinations offering free classifieds, sales, and 

discussions where people can purchase and pitch on account of online instalment frameworks like 

PayPal where individuals can send and get cash online easily. EBay's bartering administration is an 

incredible case of where client to client exchanges occur each day.  

(iv) (iv)  Others: G2G (Government-to-Government), G2E (Government-to-Employee), G2B 

(Government-to-Business), B2G (Business-to-Government). 

E-COMMERCE IN INDIA 

The internetworldstates.com shows that Asia has 44.8% internet users in the world distributed by world regions 

2012 Q2. 

 

Source: 

https://www.google.co.in/search?q=internet+users+in+world+by+q2&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ah

UKEwjak-Lj9drVAhUMQY8KHWBvD3UQ_AUICygC&biw=1360&bih=700#imgrc=XGF5Dwam1x_11M: 

 

Waghmare (2012) brought up that numerous nations in Asia are exploiting Ecommerce through opening of 

economies, which is fundamental for advancing rivalry and dispersion of Internet advances. Sufficiently 

extensive to have a minimum amount of 10 to 20 million clients to have the capacity to have an effect on web 

based business and e-administration. In the following 3 to 5 years, India will have 30 to 70 million Internet 

clients which will square with, if not outperform, a considerable lot of the created nations. Web economy will 

then turn out to be more important in India. With the fast extension of web, Ecommerce, is set to assume an 

imperative part in the 21st century, the new open doors that will be tossed open, will be available to both 

substantial organizations and little organizations. Web and Mobile Association of India (IMAI) uncovers that 

India' an internet business showcase is developing at a normal rate of 70 percent every year, and has developed 

more than 500 percent in the previous three years alone [geocart.com]. 

 

Zia and Manish (2012) recommended that internet business incomes in India will increment by more than five 

times by 2016, hopping from US$1.6 billion of every 2012 to US$8.8 billion of every 2016 (As appeared in 

Figure 1) 
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Source: 

https://www.google.co.in/search?biw=1360&bih=700&tbm=isch&sa=1&q=indian+online+retail+revenue&oq=

indian+online+retail+revenue&gs_l=psy-ab.3...145335.153834.0.154378.32.28.4.0.0.0.511.3729.0j21j2j5-

1.24.0....0...1.1.64.psy-ab..4.22.2985...0j0i67k1j0i8i30k1j0i24k1.sY02TbG-Rcc#imgrc=odIQujOSN1K0qM: 

 

Source: Forrester Research Online Retail Forecast 2011 to 2016 

 

Monetary circumstances (2013) expressed that the following billion clients will originate from developing 

markets, with no less than a fourth from "India". Half of those without net get to now live in only 5 nations: 

India Indonesia, China, Pakistan and Bangladesh. Another daily paper Times of India (2013) composed that 

driving on the web stores, for example, India times Shopping, Jabong and Myntra say that half, and at times the 

greater part, of their deals presently originate from level II and level III towns and urban communities. Web 

based business in the nation grew 128 per penny year-on-year a year ago, with 25 for each penny activity 

originating from places outside the best 20 urban communities, it says.  

Shoppers in Metropolitan India 

Zia and Manish (2012) found that, right now, customers in metropolitan India are driving Internet business: 

These shoppers are principally purchasing travel, customer hardware, and books on the web. Furthermore, 

despite the fact that spending per online purchaser stays low, somewhere in the range of 59% of on the web 

shoppers in metropolitan India as of now make buys online at any rate month to month.  

 

Shoppers in non-metropolitan India 

Shoppers in nonmetropolitan ranges will likewise help fuel development; not at all like on the web customers in 

urban communities, they will probably shop online for merchandise that are inaccessible at nearby stores. Zia 

and Manish (2012) assessed that ecommerce retailers in India are extending their offerings to the online 

populace outside metropolitan India and are putting intensely in the foundation to help these cities. 10 online 

clothing retailer  
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Myntra.com is as of now observing interest for its items outside metropolitan India: half of its deals are outside 

India's 10 greatest urban areas. To broaden their scope, for instance, different retailers are building distribution 

centres outside focal areas; testing shipping alternatives that work in rustic regions; offering instalment 

alternatives like money down (COD) that give alternatives for the unbanked; and in this way advertising these to 

semi-urban and country purchasers.  

Additionally, Aditya Kulkarni , Product Manager at Google (Jan 15, 2013) brought up that India possibly sub-

par on the numbers, yet they are developing quick, and when they come to the 200-300 million online 

customers, you can securely accept that there will at minimum be the same number of web based business 

players in India as there are in China. In other words, there will be no less than 10-20 fruitful, extensive and 

developing internet business organizations in India throughout the following couple of years!. I think the fruitful 

organizations of tomorrow will appear to be unique from the ones that are on the best at this point. There will be 

100-200 million new internet business clients that will be up for snatches in the following couple of years. 

Another approach to take a gander at it is that in 80% of the online business customers of 2016 still are 

accessible to be grabbed by internet business destinations. What's more, they will originate from prevalently two 

classes. To start with, from Tier-2 and Tier-3 urban communities as the coordination’s and availability there 

enhance and second, youngsters that land positions/take cash and begin shopping on the web. 

 

5. Major Search Engines in the Market 

By particular web indexes, implies that web crawlers, entryways, and sites who have collusions and who request 

offers for paid situations from a solitary source are dealt with as one internet searcher. For example, by 

effectively offering for a paid connection with Overture opens a merchant to movement from a few sites, 

including MSN, Yahoo!, AltaVista, Info Space, AlltheWeb and NetZero. There are different web crawlers by 

content/point, for example, Baidu (Chinese, Japanese), Bing, Blekko, Google, Sogou (Chinese), Soso.com 

(Chinese), Volunia, WireDoo, Yahoo!, Yandex (Russian), Yebol, and Yodao (Chinese). Among PPC suppliers, 

Google AdWords, Yahoo! Hunt Marketing, and Microsoft adCenter are the three biggest system administrators, 

and every one of the three work under an offer based model.  

 

6. The Advantages and Disadvantages of Internet Marketing 

Tune and Robert (2001) commented that the Internet can give opportune data to clients in light of its capacity 

for moment correspondence, and its accessibility 24 hours per day, 7 days seven days [Lane, 1996]. On-line 

advertising offers more decisions and adaptability [Lamoureux, 1997] and, in the meantime, wipes out 

tremendous inventories, stockpiling costs, utilities, space rental, and so on., [Avery, 1997]. Individuals tend to 

relate Internet advertising with coordinate promoting in light of the fact that organizations taking an interest in 

web based showcasing generally abbreviated the inventory network [Edwards, et al., 1998] and lessened 

commission and working expenses. The capacity to fill in as both an exchange medium and a physical 

appropriation medium for specific merchandise is an exceptional element of Internet promoting. Such 

favourable circumstances can be best acknowledged by organizations that give computerized 

items/administrations, for example, programming, music, news, counselling administrations, web based 

ticketing and reservations, telemedicine, protection, managing an account, stock business, assess, and other 

budgetary administration ventures. Utilizing the Internet as the circulation channel can diminish the conveyance 

cost considerably, as well as guarantees moment conveyance of items/administrations.  

Besides, Ruckman (2012) proposed that Internet inquire about turns into an undeniably vital device amid the 

obtaining procedure; more advertisers are seeing the points of interest as well. It's a win-win circumstance. 

of the socioeco

- -successful, over the long haul. 

 

Disadvantages: 

There is no genuine eye to eye contact engaged with the Internet correspondence. For the sorts of items that 

depend intensely on building individual connection amongst purchasers and venders, for example, the offering 

of extra security, and the kind of items that requires physical examination, Internet showcasing possibly less 

proper. While web promoting can't enable forthcoming purchasers to touch, or smell or taste or 'attempt on' the 
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items, However a review of customers of beautifying agents items demonstrates that email showcasing can be 

utilized to intrigue a buyer to visit a store to attempt an item or to talk with deals delegates [Martin at el (2003)]. 

A portion of the drawbacks of e-Marketing are trustworthiness on innovation, Security, protection issues, 

Maintenance costs because of an always developing condition, Higher straightforwardness of evaluating and 

expanded value rivalry, and overall rivalry through globalization. 

 

 

5. Top Motivators for Shopping Online 

Times of India (February 12, 2013) has distributed that best inspirations for shopping on the web which 

incorporate unconditional promise, money down, quick conveyance, significant rebates contrasted with retail, 

and access to marked items, while boundaries incorporate failure to touch and attempt items before buy, dread 

of broken items, fear of posting individual and budgetary points of interest on the web and powerlessness to deal 

(See Figure 5.1). 

 

Source: 

https://www.google.co.in/search?biw=1360&bih=651&tbm=isch&sa=1&q=motivating+factors+for+online+sho

pping&oq=motivating+factors+for+online+shopping&gs_l=psy-

ab.3...11374.11374.0.12212.1.1.0.0.0.0.551.551.5-1.1.0....0...1.1.64.psy-

ab..0.0.0.8e0LqI5B2Zs#imgrc=4bgidefgSeVsyM: 

Figure 5.1. Top Motivator Factors for Shopping Online 
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations 

 

This paper bargains the reasonable learning of internet searcher advertising or web based business, writing 

survey, ebb and flow and future parts of web based business in Indian setting. This paper talked about the best 

spark components of shopping on the web. The present improvement would be an important expansion to 

analyst and academicians; and valuable hypothesis for specialists, sponsors, and business people. A portion of 

the inconveniences of e-Marketing are steadfastness on innovation, Security, protection issues, Maintenance 

costs because of a continually advancing condition, Higher straightforwardness of estimating and expanded 

value rivalry, and overall rivalry through globalization. While considering the aforementioned constraints; 

publicists and end-clients can successfully utilize this cutting edge stage to make life less demanding and 

speedier. In the following 3 to 5 years, India will have 30 to 70 million Internet clients which will level with, if 

not outperform, large portions of the created nations. Web economy will then turn out to be more significant in 

India. With the fast development of web, Ecommerce, is set to assume a critical part in the 21st century, the new 

open doors that will be tossed open, will be available to both vast partnerships and Copyright ⓒ 2013 SERSC 

193 little organizations [Waghmare (2012)]. Karoor (2012) clarified that Ecommerce  

 

Embodies a large number of the elements of 21st century of India. The potential colossal and mind and vitality 

of the business people in the area is noteworthy. Online trade in India is bound to become both in income and 

geographic reach. The further research regions in online business are; the nature of supported promotion 

content, advertisement position, Search Engine Optimization  

(Web optimization), PageRank, business index, and offer administration and so on. 
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